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TWENTY YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL SURFACE PROTECTION
FOR STEEL PIPES

T

he BWB (Berolina Wickelrohr
Beschichtung/Berolina pipe surface
protection) system is celebrating its 20th
anniversary. “The first tests in 1995 had
been promising.” said Ralf Odenwald,
the President of BKP Berolina Polyester
GmbH & Co. KG. The introduction of
the GRP coating for steel pipes 20 years
ago marketed as the BWB system was a
single story of success for BKP
Berolina. Meanwhile more than 110,000
m of gas pipes (in DN 100 to DN 1,400
pipe sizes) have been coated with this
special and highly resistant GRP
coating. The BWB system contains
resin
impregnated
glass
fibres On the MIDAL site the DN 1,200 (black) casing tube
tangentially and axially wound on the with the BWB-coated steel pipe (green) and GRPPE coated steel pipe. Meanwhile an spacer (brownish) being inserted.
environmentally friendly and styrene
free resin is cured by using UV-light. The coating protects the steel pipes from being damaged by
obstacles in the soil when being installed by horizontal drilling or similar methods, which might
cause corrosion.
The on-site protection of welded joints is applied by attaching glass fibre mats combined with
resin that are cured by UV-light. The fact that the BWB system is not sensitive to the pulling
direction came to be a unique selling point. This gives the contractor more flexibility when putting
the pipeline together and avoids mistakes on site. In case of stuck drills, pulling back the pipeline is
still an option as far as soil and equipment conditions allow.
In 1995 the first test was performed in cooperation with the former Wingas GmbH. A special
testing device was developed to determine the mechanical level of protection. According to BKP
Berolina, the results proved that the protection of a steel pipe coated with the BWB system is three
times better than a polypropylene coating and eight times better than a polyethylene coating.
When moving from Berlin-Staaken into the new factory in Velten near Berlin BKP Berolina
replaced the previously used styrene-based resin with an environmentally friendly and styrene-free
resin. For special applications where the pipeline is winched into an existing host pipe, in 2011 BKP
Berolina developed additional GRP spacers that were already applied together with the BWB
coating. These spacers are 50 mm (2 in) thick and proved their advantages when exchanging a gas
pipeline near Schluechtern, Germany in the summer of 2015.
On a section of the MIDAL (Mitte-Deutschland Anbindungs-Leitung - a connecting gas pipeline
in the centre of Germany) some divergences in the galvanic protection have been determined
through a routine monitoring. The PE-spacer rings had caused damage in the PE-coating of the
existing pipeline. The section affected at highway ramp, Schluechtern North near Fulda, and had to
be removed and replaced by BWB system coated pipes at DN 800 with additional GRP spacers. To
winch the 90 m long pipe section into a casing tube of DN 1,200, a 40 mm thick steel rope was
pulled by an 80 ton winch through a 45o degree deviation. Michael Muth, manager at GASCADE
Gastransport GmbH, was highly satisfied by the quality of the BWB-system: “The BWB system
combined with the factory-installed spacers withstands any
situation and proved its reliability 100%.”
The BWB system has been utilised by WEDAL, JAGAL, OPAL,
MIDAL and NEL (major gas transporting pipelines in Germany) to
ensure optimised quality when using trenchless installation
methods. Website: www.bkp-berolina.de

Left: Holding the 90
meter long pipe section
in right position on the
MIDAL project.
Right: The target pit
close to highway ramp.
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EGEPLAST INTERNATIONAL AND MBS NATURSTROMSPEICHER
CO-OPERATE

e

geplast and MBS Naturstromspeicher
GmbH, with the Max Bögl Group
holding an interest in the latter, have
recently agreed on a co-operation
concerning the implementation of the
Naturstromspeicher, a natural energy
storage plant in Gaildorf, Germany. Max
Bögl is among the six largest construction
companies in Germany and, like egeplast, is
a 100% family-owned business. The An illustration of the Naturstromspeicher natural
Naturstromspeicher in Gaildorf, Baden- energy storage plant.
Wurttemberg,
represents
a
unique
combination of wind power and hydro power not found anywhere else in the world. The signing of
the co-operation agreement was preceded by extensive R&D activities on the part of both
companies.
The innovative concept for natural energy storage plant developed by MBS Naturstromspeicher
GmbH is a combination of a wind farm and a pumped-storage power plant simultaneously using the
foundations of the wind turbine towers as a water reservoir. Major differences in height (150 to 350
m, between the lower reservoir located in the valley on one hand and the wind tower base on the
other) as well as the envisioned capacity of the pumped-storage power plants (16, 24 and 32 MW)
present particular technical challenges for the pipe systems involved. Thanks to the significant
contributions of the Max Bögl Group itself, the construction period for this type of power plant will
be as little as one year in the future.
As a leading innovator for plastic pipe systems, egeplast developed a customised novel pressure
pipe system made of polyethylene for the project. The pressure pipe will be used to connect the
upper and the lower reservoirs, the high pressure segment of the line. The high pressure pipe system
with its 2,000 mm outside diameter has been designed to withstand a 20 bar operating pressure for a
minimum of 50 years. Furthermore, it can be classified as non-critical with regard to plant-related
sudden pressure surges in daily operations. This product innovation was developed at egeplast’s
Technology Centre in Greven as a logical follow-up to the patented egeplast HexelOne® technology.
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The HexelOne® production
The novel large-diameter pipe
process not only enables the
system made its public debut at
new product to fulfil the
IFAT 2016 in Munich.
technical requirements, but
Left
to right: Alexander
even to reduce the required
Schechner,
Managing
Director of
wall thickness of the pipes by
MBS Naturstromspeicher; Dr
more than 50% as compared
Ansgar Strumann, Managing
to PE 100 pipes.
Associate of egeplast international
MBS Naturstromspeicher
GmbH; Thomas Drill, Managing
GmbH is in the process of
Director egeplast international
developing a highly efficient
GmbH, Mario Lopez, Projekt
installation platform. This
Manager Penstock of MBS
innovative technology will
Naturstromspeicher, Dr Michael
make it possible to also
Stranz, Head of R&D of egeplast
install the large-diameter pipe
international GmbH.
system along pre-existing
routes in order to blend with the landscape. The installation is based on pre-existing radii even under
cramped conditions in the natural environment. The system is characterised by high process safety
and by meeting the highest standards with regard to occupational safety while at the same time
ensuring outstanding productivity.
The joint product innovation is a cost-efficient large-diameter pipe system designed to conserve
resources. By applying a state-of-the-art installation method, it helps to reduce interferences with the
vulnerable landscape to a minimum while offering all advantages provided by a PE pipe system.
The successful co-operation around the combination of hydro power and pumped-storage power
initiated in the context of the Naturstromspeicher Gaildorf will also be continued in the future, and
both partners have signed a memorandum of understanding for this purpose.
egeplast international GmbH is a highly innovative manufacturer of plastics pipes which has been
setting standards for decades. Customers in more than 30 countries have come to trust in the advice,
solutions and quality products provided by egeplast, whether around transportation of water and
gasses or data transfer. The customer base of the owner-managed company includes some of the
largest and most discerning utility companies and grid operators worldwide. Website:
www.egeplast.de/sv/

UNDERSTANDING THE WATER SECTOR CHALLENGES
POST THE EU REFERENDUM

W

hatever the future holds following
the recent vote to leave the
European Union, it is clear that there will
be implications for the UK water and
wastewater industry. As a major
stakeholder in the sector, the Future
Water Association will play a leading role
in shaping the future and ensuring their
supply chain members fully understand
any implications of the exit as they
emerge and have a voice and position of
influence in ensuring the security of this
vital industry.
Some immediate questions include:

How will procurement rules
change?

What will happen to water sector
legislation and in particular the
Water Framework Directive?

What will happen to the funding
that underpins R&D, innovation
and
collaborations
between
industry, research councils and
universities?

In
this
more
challenging
environment with changes to credit
ratings, are there implications for
the cost of funding for water
infrastructure?
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In the short term the key is to manage the uncertainty until clear plans emerge that set out the
future direction – whilst this uncertainty exists Future Water Association will ensure that we are an
active voice in the development of the new plans and that we influence the new thinking on behalf
of our members and the water sector. Website: www.futurewaterassociation.com

MTS SUCTION SYSTEMS SHOWCASE INNOVATIONS

M

TS Suction Systems UK
Ltd, the UK subsidiary of Top: The the new
DINO City, now
Suction Systems Manufacturer
with a full Power
MTS GmbH, took the opportunity
Boom.
to showcase recent innovations
Bottom:
The
new
introduced to its UK clients at the
Hi-Lift system
recent Bauma and IFAT shows in
Munich.
Star of the show was the new DINO City, now with
a full Power Boom. The new unit, delivered into
Newton le Willows-based, operated and non-operated
suction systems specialist, Pier UK Ltd, is the first of
its type in Europe.
Other innovations introduced to the UK market this
year also include the new Hi-Lift system on the
DINO3/5 range of suction systems and the new,
NGN Core & Vac System featuring a side tipping
spoil tanks and newly designed fully enclosed surface
coring unit.
The Hi-Lift, supplied to Wembley-based Careys,
increased the flexibility of the DINO 3 and 5 systems by enabling them to dump spoil to tipper
wagons as well as to standard skips or the ground, a major benefit when working in inner city areas.
The NGN Core & Vac City Dino system enters operation with the client shortly for works not only
in their Key Hole repair works but also for safe excavation works in locations that are heavily
congested with third party buried pipes and cables. Website: www.mtssuctionsystems.co.uk
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THE ROBBINS COMPANY APPOINTS JOE LECHNER TO SBU SALES

T

he Robbins Company announced the appointment of Joe
Lechner to the role of Small Boring Unit (SBU) Sales
Manager. With over 18 years of industry experience, the role is a
natural career progression for Lechner. It brings him back to his
early roots of working with SBUs, while more recently he worked
with TBMs. Lechner can continue his success with the company in
this new capacity with the trenchless division.
In his new position, Lechner will handle SBU sales and rentals
for Robbins, assist customers in equipment specifications for
projects, and provide full-spectrum customer support. In addition,
Lechner will be responsible for many other tasks such as generating
quotes for cutters and spare parts, shop scheduling, forecasting,
internal operations for Robbins, and field service support, as
needed.
“I want customers to know they can come to me with any issues. I
have a good understanding of the industry and our business.” said
Lechner. “I want to provide an all-around good experience.
Robbins wants your project to be successful, with our equipment
Joe Lechner.
and support.”
Lechner began working with SBUs in 1998, starting in field service. When he was not out in the
field, he was building SBUs and cutters. He started up and commissioned SBU-As in the field, and
transitioned over to working with TBMs worldwide in the mid 2000’s. With his diverse worldwide
field experience, Lechner’s knowledge will continue to benefit Robbins and its customers.
Lechner said his goals as Sales Manager for the SBU product line for the next two years include
increasing stocking levels and providing fast deliveries to customers. He noted the division is
streamlining inspection quoting and repair processes to ultimately provide the most efficient
services possible. With a few hundred machines in service, some of which are working around the
clock, he anticipates product sales, rentals and repairs all will remain consistent moving forward.
“We are lucky to have Joe working with Robbins.” said Tom Fuerst, Utility Tunneling Sales
Manager. “With his background and extensive knowledge, he will easily implement the best
solutions for our customers.” Website: www.robbinstbm.com

STEVE VICK THREE PEAKS CHALLENGE SUCCESS

The Steve Vick International team that successfully the Three
Peaks Challenge.

A

team of 12 Steve Vick International employees, including company founders Steve and
Angela Vick, recently completed the gruelling National Three Peaks Challenge in aid of
Dorothy House Hospice charity.
The challenge involved climbing the three highest peaks in the UK; Ben Nevis, Skafell Pike and
Snowdon. The team started Ben Nevis at dawn on Saturday morning and finished climbing
Snowden on Sunday afternoon with any rest taken on the mini bus in-between mountains. In total
the team walked/climbed 42 km and a height of 3,407 m.
The challenge was an epic adventure that included two broken down mini buses and injuries;
nonetheless everyone finished with an immense sense of achievement and were delighted to support
a brilliant charity.
Over £11,000 was raised, with the fundraising process supported by Henrietta Beard, Corporate
Fundraiser at Dorothy House. All the money will go directly to the charity, and will help make a
difference to terminally ill patients and their families. The challenge was organised by Dave Talbot
Adventure Events - davetalbot.net. Website: www.stevevick .com
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YORKSHIRE WATER TRIALS INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

I

n a first for the UK water A 25 mm hose adaption coupling
industry, Aquam’s Overland
at the water supply abstraction
Supply Vehicle and Manifold has
point on south side of
been used to supply water to
Commercial Street, Malton. The
customers while the company 50 mm layflat hose continues for
carries out lead lining work. The
a further 50 m before reducing
specialist water supply vehicle was
to 25 mm and supplying all the
used to create a temporary network
properties in the shut-off zone.
for Yorkshire Water customers in
Malton while lead-lining work was carried out in May 2016.
The Overland Supply Vehicle and Manifold, developed by Manchesterbased Aquam, but originally pioneered in Yorkshire, helped maintain
water supplies to customers by creating a temporary network. Once the
temporary supply was established Aquam engineers used its advanced
Serline pipelining system to coat lead supply pipes.
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SCHEDULED REPAIRS
The Overland Supply Vehicle was originally developed to provide cover during emergency bursts,
but can also be used to cover scheduled repair and maintenance work. Any loss of supply of more
than three hours can affect water company Outcome Delivery Incentives, a key component of
customer Service Incentive Mechanism (SIM) scores.
Previously, lead lining work could lead to a four-to-five hour interruption of supply, but using the
Overland Supply Vehicle meant Yorkshire Water customers could continue to use water supplies as
usual while work was carried out.
ALTERNATIVE TO REPLACEMENT
Another innovation from Aquam is the HTC Serline pipelining system, which provides an
alternative to ripping out and replacing existing lead pipes and has already been adopted by several
UK utilities, including Yorkshire Water. The work in Malton took place as part of Yorkshire
Water’s £13 million programme to replace lead supply pipes which will benefit 200,000 homes
across the region.
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Like other utilities in the UK
Yorkshire Water has a rolling
programme of replacing lead
service pipes in order to reduce
the levels of lead found in
drinking water in accordance with
European water quality legislation.

A lead communication pipe
undergoes the Serline lining
process whilst water supply into
the property is maintained.

TECHNOLOGIES TOGETHER
Aquam technical consultant Roman Boryslawskyi said: “This is the
first time the Aquam Overland Supply Vehicle has been used to supply
cover while Aquam is also carrying out lead lining work using the
Serline system. It is fair to say this was a tricky operation, but the
technology worked well and allowed disruption to customers to be kept
to a minimum.”
The work took place on a main thoroughfare on the south bank of the
River Derwent between Malton, Beverley, Driffield and the A64 east
to Scarborough. On one side of the road is a row of shops, while the
other side is mostly populated with older domestic properties, many
over 150 years old.
Two mains, one 6 in (152 mm) diameter and one 3 in (76 mm) diameter, run parallel along the
length of the street. The majority of properties are supplied by the 3 in main and there are numerous
shared supply lines to properties not fronting the road itself and to flats above shops.
Roman Boryslawski said: “Because of the age and complexity of the network in Malton this was a
challenging job. However by using the Overland Supply Vehicle, Aquam engineers were able to
carry out the lead lining work without any loss of service to Yorkshire Water customers. As the
work progressed it was clear that the two systems were operating smoothly together.”
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TEMPORARY NETWORK
The Aquam Overland Supply Vehicle contains everything needed to set up a temporary water
supply, including hoses, adaptors and pressure reducing valves. A water meter can be fitted to
measure the amount of water diverted to households from the main to ensure it is not classed as
‘unaccounted for’ usage.
At the heart of the service is an innovative new technology. The Overland Supply Manifold
(OSM) is a solid machine-cut nylon
device developed by Aquam trade partner
Aquacheck Engineering. Each OSM
becomes the hub of a temporary but
stable potable water network, allowing up
to 24 houses that have lost mains water
supply to be reconnected swiftly and
easily.
Roman Boryslawskyi said: “Although
the idea of a temporary manifold has been
around for a few years, the difference is
the new manifold is made from a single
piece of nylon - it is much more adaptable
and robust. Once the temporary network
is in place it creates a very stable supply,
which means householders will be able to
use taps and toilets just as they would
normally.”
LEAD LINING
After establishing the emergency supply
Aquam engineers fitted injection adapters
to the lengths of lead pipe to be lined.
The engineers working in Malton covered
the work in sections, creating temporary
networks as the lead lining work was
carried out.
The Serline pipe lining system uses a
flexible polyurethane lining to coat the
inside of existing pipes, creating an
impermeable barrier between the lead
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pipe and the water and preventing the
lead from leaching into the water
system. The lining, which is shot
through the pipe using special adapters
can be applied in 15 minutes and is
quick drying, meaning the pipe can be
returned to service after four hours. It
has an expected lifespan of at least 80
years.
ROBUST AND SECURE
Boryslawkyi said: “It is always
challenging when you use two
technologies for the first time, but these
two systems, both from Aquam,
worked exceptionally well together.
The temporary water provided by the
Overland Supply Vehicle is so robust
and secure that it is perfect for creating
cover during scheduled operations such
Left: The hose was laid without hindering pedestrians
as lead lining.”
Steve Taylor Innovation Technician to ensure compliance with streetworks legislation and
of Yorkshire Water said: “Like many contractor safety policies.
utilities in the UK Yorkshire Water still Right: Supply is maintained to small businesses on the
has a substantial number of lead supply north side of Commercial Street, Malton.
pipes in its network and has a rolling
programme to replace them. In the work recently carried out at Malton Yorkshire Water opted to use
pipelining technology rather than ripping out and replacing existing pipes. By combining this
advanced technology with the service provided by the Overland Supply Vehicle it was possible to
carry out this major work without disrupting normal service to customers. The Overland Supply
Vehicle, which provides a temporary mobile network is a simple but very effective idea which
works very well in practice.” Website: www.aquamcorp.com
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PIPE JACKING, MICROTUNNELLING,
TUNNELLING & AUGER BORING

For General Information on Pipe Jacking, Microtunnelling & Auger Boring click here

TRENCHLESS INSTALLATIONS SUPPORT MAJOR ROAD
IMPROVEMENT SCHEME

T

he A556 Knutsford to Bowden Improvement
Scheme, being undertaken by Costain for its
client Highways England and recently awarded the
accolade of ‘Most Considerate Project’ from the
Considerate Constructors Scheme, is a project
valued at an estimated cost of between £165 million
to £221 million. The road improvements are
designed to cover a 4.5 mile (7.5 km) section which
will transform the A556 trunk road between
Knutsford and Bowdon into a modern dual
carriageway. Costain will also be making the
existing A556 into a single carriageway road with
facilities for pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders.
The new road will address significant current
congestion problems and is expected to reduce
accident numbers within the area. Air quality
locally will also be improved.
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The launch shaft of the twin bore
installation beneath the new A556 dual
carriageway showing a pipe being lowered
into position. Inset: The GAB unit jacking
the Naylor Denlok pipe during the boring
process.

TRENCHLESS SUPPORT
As part of the construction process, Chiltern Thrust Bore Ltd (CTB Ltd) has and continues to
undertake both Guided Auger Boring (GAB) and Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) trenchless
installations to install various crossings beneath the new road section or under existing live
carriageways. Over the past year the company has been called in on a number of occasions to
construct the crossings beneath the new and old roads as and when they become necessary and the
road section under which they have to pass has been completed or remains part of the existing
infrastructure. All works have been undertaken using Costain’s main site compound in Altringham
as the works base.
To date CTB Ltd has utilised two European-manufactured GAB machines to install five crossings
of varying diameter. Four of the crossings, for surface water drainage serving the new road utilised
300 mm, 450 mm and 600 mm diameter Naylor Vitrified Clay (VC) Denlok NC and NS jacking
pipes as the product pipes. A further GAB crossing installed a 610 mm diameter steel sleeve for
ducting purposes to accommodate other buried utilities. All of these crossings ranged in length from
40 to 80 metres.
The fourth crossing was completed using a Vermeer D36x50 HDD rig to install 140 m of 2-way
180 mm o.d. ducting in a single crossing.
Chiltern Thrust Bore’s selection of Naylor Denlok pipes for the installations using the GAB
systems was partly based on past experience which has shown the product to be a proven, tried and
tested pipe with the durability and the diameter range required on the A556 project. The pipe also
meets all the relevant British Standards relating to the project.
David Croot, Project Manager with CTB Ltd said of the pipe selection: “We have used the Naylor
pipes all over the UK for many years and our decision to use the product on the surface water
drainage installations was made for a variety of reasons, not least of which is good previous
experience working with Naylor. The jacking pipes are available in the diameters we need when we
need them and they meet all other project requirements in terms of the structural strength for pipes
running beneath the new roadway and the flow characteristics required for the drainage system
being installed. They marry well with the GAB systems we use and we have yet to experience any
difficulties when using the Denlok pipe range which helps us meet our commitments to the main
client Costain.”
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DENLOK RANGE
The Denlok NS jacking pipe consists of a vitrified clay jacking pipe with parallel ends and a rebated
accurate joint interface. All NS range of pipes consists of a coupling manufactured from 316
stainless steel, a LoknSlip seal and an MDF load transfer ring. Each pipe is supplied with all seals
and a factory fitted stainless steel sleeve with the thrust ring supplied separate in a cover to protect
the material from the weather elements. The NS range is available in diameters from DN400 to
DN1200.
Denlok pipes are also available in the NC range from DN150 to DN300 which consists of a
vitrified clay pipe with parallel end faces and a square accurate machined seal interface. All pipes
have a factory fitted 316 stainless steel coupling which incorporates a moulded EPDM elastomer
seal, each seal has an integral EPDM thrust ring, which transmits the jacking forces during pipe
installation, all elastomer conforms to the requirements of EN681 1. By precision machining of the
seal interface the coupling will with stand a 5 bar internal and external pressure allowing installation
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below the water table and protection from
lubrication
systems
during
pipe
installation.
There is also the Revit range in
diameters from DN225 to DN500, which
is a special designed pipe for use by the
‘3’ Pass Guided Auger Boring Installation
Technique, and the DenChem Range in
diameters from DN150 to DN300 which
is designed for pipelines needing to
operate at high temperatures up to 130°C.
The DenChem range comprises special
ceramic pipes capable of withstanding
higher temperatures and full resistance to
alkaline and acid attack with applications
in the chemical, pharmaceutical, food and The reception shaft near the busy road. Inset: The
dairy processing industries as well as twin bores holing successfully.
brewing. High temperature chemical effluents resulting from process or cleaning operations can be
handled with confidence.
CHALLENGING CONDITIONS
However, ground conditions across the site varied greatly and included variations from sands
through soft clays to very hard/dense clays containing cobbles and boulders. The ground
investigation comprised various techniques including Trial Holes/Pits, Boreholes and Window
Samples which included SPT Tests and Undrained Shear Strengths which provided CTB Ltd with
N-values and Cu KPa respectively. These investigations were undertaken at each individual crossing
site prior to the installation technique being decided upon and the information they provided ensured
that the correct, most efficient and cost effective solution was applied, but even then the various
installations proved challenging.
The varying ground conditions posed a challenge to CTB Ltd as every crossing needed careful
consideration in its own right. Although the area of works in which CTB Ltd operated was relatively
small, various types of tooling and ‘tweaks’ in the methodology needed to be considered and applied
on an individual crossing basis. This was particularly pertinent at the most recent GAB installation
location, named Culvert 9.
The expected ground conditions around Culvert 9 comprised soft clays according the ground
investigation results, so soft in fact that the contractor originally had concerns regarding equipment
support and whether this would affect performance, programme and achievable distances. However,
once the bore commenced, it became apparent, at around the 20 m mark during the advance, that the
expected ground conditions did not actually exist. Instead very hard/dense clays containing cobbles
and boulders were encountered as the bore head advanced during the first of the two crossings that
were planned to be carried out from the one start shaft. This installation was to be a 610 mm
diameter steel sleeve with a 590 mm i.d. with a vitrified clay drainage pipeline to be installed
parallel to it.
By altering the installation methodology slightly, CTB Ltd managed to install the 610 mm
diameter steel pipe without the requirement to retract the boring equipment and change the tooling,
or even to make alterations to the actual rig itself.
Although this particular adaptation was successful, CTB Ltd had to be pragmatic in its approach to
the second, larger diameter (762 mm o.d.) crossing and needed to react to the prevailing site
conditions in a prudent manner. To this end bespoke cutters and lead augers needed to be made-up
to suit the expected conditions, as well as developing a bespoke water injection system that had not
previously been used on this type of machine. This manufacturing and system development was
carried out whilst the 610 mm diameter steel sleeves were being installed to reduce potential future
delays on the drainage pipe installation.
Once boring commenced on the second bore, the ground encountered actually proved to be more
aggressive than on the first bore but with the new equipment and adaptations the pipe was installed
successfully.
David Croot commented: “The unexpected variations in ground conditions did give us a bit of
challenge but once we understood these ground variations and what was needed to overcome them
our many years of experience enabled us to modify our methodology successfully to complete all
the drives we have undertaken to date.”
For Naylor Drainage Simon Marsh, Denlok Product Manager, said: “We are always happy,
whenever possible, to be able to support our clientele with the pipe products they need when they
need them. Our ongoing relationship with Chiltern Thrust Bore has over the years enabled many
successful project completions to be achieved using our Denlok jacking pipe systems.” Website:
www.naylor.co.uk
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ROBBINS ACHIEVES ANOTHER BREAKTHROUGH IN BANGALORE

O

n June 8, 2016, one of two
6.4 m (21.0 ft) diameter
mixed-face EPB machines broke
through at Namma Metro. After
being launched in March 2015,
the TBM named Kaveri made its
way through its difficult 750 m
(2,460 ft.) drive from Chickpet
to Majestic. Sister machine
Krishna, launched in December
2015 is not far behind, and is
expected to break through in
approximately two months.
In February 2015, Robbins,
with its operating company
Robbins India, was asked by
Bangalore
Metro
Rail
Corporation Limited to take
over
the
operation
and
maintenance of two competitor- One of two 6.4 m (21.0 ft) diameter mixed-face EPB
owned EPBMs. The machines machines used to excavate the tunnel from Chickpet to
were stalled due to low Majestic.
performance and financial issues
from the Operating Contractor and lack of support by the original machine supplier. As the NorthSouth Bangalore Phase 1 Metro tunnels were on the critical path, the BMRC looked to Robbins to
step in and take over the troubled project. A Robbins/Robbins India team of 70 field service
personnel refurbished and modified the existing equipment, both while in the tunnel and before
relaunching the machines in Chikpet station. In addition, the on-site Robbins/Robbins India Team
supervised all aspects of TBM excavation, segmental lining, mucking and grout plant operations
since the relaunch of the machines for both drives.
“I am particularly proud of being involved in this project, and to support BMRC with the
completion of this tunnel drive and bringing the project back on schedule. This is also the first time
The Robbins Company has been responsible for the complete scope of operations on a project.”
noted Jim Clark, Projects Manager with Robbins India. “One of the biggest challenges we faced was
carrying out cutterhead interventions under compressed air in mixed ground conditions that
consisted of varying grades of granite in the lower half of the face, and loose, unconsolidated
material in the upper section of the face.”
Clark said that on numerous occasions, compressed air would percolate through to the surface,
forcing crews to abort cutterhead interventions. They eventually found a solution by pumping a
weak mix grout though the mixing chamber, and into the geology surrounding the tunnel face. The
weak mix grout stabilised the ground sufficiently so the cutterhead interventions could be
completed.
The Robbins crew carried out tunnelling operations while the station was being constructed
around them to mitigate delays incurred before they took over project operations. The project’s most
difficult challenges included a low overburden and consolidated ground along the alignment, and the
discovery of several uncharted wells directly on the alignment. In addition, the majority of the
tunnel was bored directly beneath buildings constructed upon what are today considered substandard
foundations.
This portion of the Phase One Metro tunnels runs from Chickpet to Majestic at Namma Metro.
Once Krishna breaks through, the North and South runs of Bengaluru will be connected, allowing
service to an average of 40,000 passengers
daily. It is being completed under a tripartite
agreement between Robbins India, Coastal
Projects Limited, the lead contractor, and
project owner, Bangalore Metro Rail
Corporation Limited. It is anticipated Phase
One will be open in its entirety by November,
2016. Website: www.robbinstbm.com
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(Left to Right) Lok Home, Robbins CEO,
with BMRC Chief Engineer S.S.
Hegaraddi. Robbins India Projects
Manager Jim Clark, and Robbins India
Managing Director Kapil Bhati.
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NEW RESIN COATING SYSTEM FOR PIPE LINING

F

or many years, when smaller drainage and sewer
pipelines have required repair due to deterioration
and/or leakage, it has been necessary to either remove the
old pipe and replace it with new or insert a lining into the
existing pipe.
Often in the modern industry this will require a
significant amount of equipment and site preparation to
ensure that the installation procedure can be undertaken
safely and efficiently with minimum disruption to the
client or those living and working nearby. With many of
the lining systems currently available there is also a need
for on-site or near site facilities to impregnate inversion
liners or facilities to store impregnated liners whilst the
pipelines are prepared. This also applies to many of the
sprayed application techniques that require high pressure
pumps and mixing systems as well as specially designed
spray heads. Whilst such liners can provide a long term
solution to the problems of many pipelines the
circumstances surrounding the installation can be
challenging.
This is now no longer the case with the development of
a new resin lining system by Finland-based Picote.
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The specially-designed Picote Resin
Coating Pump with the Picote Mini
Miller machine powers the coating
system.

RESIN COATING
The new resin coating systems utilises a specially formulated two-part resin that is applied to the
inside wall of the deteriorated pipe using a specially designed brush system, Picote Coating Pump
and the Picote MINI MILLER 8/17 which powers the Picote Coating Brushes.
Designed specifically for Coating drains and sewers from DN32 to DN150 (1¼ in to 6 in)
diameter, the coating applied provides a damp-proof, corrosion resistant, wear-resistant and noncorrosive lining. If several coats are applied within the same pipe the resin will build to create a new
a seamless structural pipe with a 2 to 4 mm wall thickness (depending on the diameter of the
original drain). The estimated service life of the new pipe is between 30 and 50 years. The new low
friction inner surface of the lining also permits an increase in the flow inside the pipe thereby
minimising the future potential of blockages.
The new lining can be applied to concrete and cast iron pipes from DN32 to DN150 and to PVC
pipes from DN70 to DN150 (however, it is not recommended for DN32 to DN50 PVC pipes which
is expected to carry very hot water). The resin used for the lining has also been developed so as not
to produce harmful gases during mixing and after hardening.
Once hardened the new lining will withstand flow temperatures from -40 to +120°C (with special
application this upper temperature can be as high as +200°C).
The lining system has also undergone significant testing in Finland and has been Certified by
VTT, Finland: Principle VTT SERT R041 trenchless drain renovation method (Certificate No. VTT
-C-8552-12 (2613 Water and Sewer equipment products)). The testing also recommends a minimum
wall thickness for the lining of 2 mm and in DN100 or larger pipes this recommendation increases
to a minimum wall thickness of 3 mm or more.
APPLICATION
The Picote Coating system is unique
in that whilst it is applying a resin
layer within the deteriorated pipe
the resin is not sprayed onto the pipe
wall but brushed. Armed with just a
CCTV camera, the Picote Coating
Pump, the Picote Mini Miller, the
necessary accessories (brushes
hoses etc.) and the two-part, the
contractor is ready to complete the
lining operation.
First the pipeline is cleaned and if
necessary degreased and abraded

McElroy Manufacturing is the
leading manufacturer of
polyethylene pipe fusion
equipment and provider of
customer-driven solutions to
PE engineers and contractors
worldwide.

Steve Vick International
designs and manufactures
products for the trenchless
renovation and decommission
of pipes worldwide. Products
include Pipe Coil Trailers, Pipe
Handlers and Pipe Cutting
Equipment.

Developer and manufacturer of
installation and support
equipment for pipeline
rehabilitation and lateral
connections and a specialist
pipeline rehabilitation
contractor including building
rehabilitation works.

The Picote Resin Coating system
in action.
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with Picote’s Smart Cutter™, or
other suitable cleaning tools, to
provide a good rough pipe
surface to which the resin can
adhere. Then the application
hoses and the Picote Coating
pump are prepared. It is
recommended that the resin
delivery hose is no longer than
15 m from the pipe access to the
farthest point of application.
With the delivery hoses
prepared and connected to the
Picote Coating Pump it is then
necessary to select the correct
brushes
to
complete
the
application.
This
selection Left: The operator’s view of the coating operation.
depends on the pipe diameter
being lined, reference to the
manufacturer’s listing is necessary at this point. If the pipe being repaired contains bends it may be
necessary to select a pair of brushes that are separated by a flexible link to ensure even coating
through the bends.
Once the brush selection has been made these are connected to the head of the Mini Miller shaft.
The resin delivery hose is the attached to this shaft just behind the brush assembly. The CCTV
camera head is also attached to the assembly just behind the delivery hose to allow the operator to
see the coating operation as it progresses.
With all in place the resin is then mixed and added to the delivery side of the Picote Coating
Pump. The lining run is then ready to commence.
The Mini Miller shaft with the Coating delivery hose and CCTV camera attached is placed into the
pipe and the Pump and Miller are started. The Coating Pump delivers the resin to the inside of the
pipe and as the Mini Miller shaft rotates this in turn rotates the brushes that spread the resin over the
inner pipe wall. The coating operation is started at the end of the pipe farthest from the access point.
Resin is pumped into the pipe and brushed on to the wall over lengths of between 200 to 300 mm (8
in to 12 in) at a time. Each length of coating is then checked by pushing the brushes back to starting
point and checking the coating with the camera.
This is repeated over the length of the pipe being lined until the brush assembly reaches the access
point. If further coats of resin are required this is normally not applied within 4 hours of the previous
coat being completed. Picote recommends various coats depending on the pipe diameter. It is further
recommended that the pipe should not be placed back into service within 24 hours of the final
coating being applied.
One advantage that the new system has over many other coating type renovation systems is that is
has been designed to be applicable to both horizontal and vertical pipelines. The system offers
significant improvements in performance when applying resin in vertical pipes and when passing
lateral connections. With this operation the only consumables are some lengths of hose because after
cleaning all other parts and equipment are reuseable.
Commenting on the new coating system Heikki Jyrämä, production director of Picote’s trenchless
services in Finland said: “This new system is designed to be easy to handle, quick to apply and
simple to use, enabling it to be utilised by all levels of contractor. The minimal equipment
requirement, the simplicity of the resin
handling system and the ease of
application will mean that several
pipes can be lined by one crew in one
day, improving productivity for many
companies,
particularly
smaller
contactors. Once the basic equipment
has been purchased the day to day
running cost of this technology is also
minimised because the majority of the
system is reused time and again.”
Website: www.picotesolutions.com or
www.picote.fi (Pictures courtesy of
Snowbridge Inc,. Colorado, USA.)
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A test pipe showing a completed liner
coating.
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GLOBAL SUPPORT ENHANCES VERMEER UK CUSTOMER SERVICE

T

he Vermeer name has for some
68 years now been synonymous
with excellence in, to begin with,
agricultural machinery and later in
civil engineering and environmental
equipment, not only in the standard
of equipment produced but also in
respect of the customer support and
back-up that is offered postpurchase. This is the case for both
the company’s domestic territory of
the USA and also now globally.
As part of this global family,
Vermeer UK has been operating
under its current management from
its headquarters in Wellingborough,
UK since 2008 covering the UK and Matthew Izzard with the latest Series 3 drill rigs awaiting
Ireland region. The company delivery in the warehouse in Goes, The Netherlands.
operates within the support network
of Vermeer’s European headquarters in The Netherlands, Vermeer EMEA, which serves the Europe,
Middle East and Asia markets.
TRENCHLESS DRIVE
Over the past two years Vermeer UK has expanded its team with a view to increasing its presence in
the growing trenchless market across the UK, in particular the HDD (Horizontal Directional
Drilling) sector.
With the industries across the UK becoming ever-more aware of the benefits of trenchless
installations, water, wastewater, highways, rail, power and telecoms companies and their contractors
are demanding increasing access to these minimum disruption techniques, particularly in the more
densely populated urban areas. The latest high growth market area is that of fibre optic installation.
With the UK Government promising large scale roll out of the county’s fibre network particularly to
rural areas the potential for the use of trenchless technology in already congested smaller town and
villages has to be immense.
According to Matthew Izzard, Trenchless Technology Manager for Vermeer UK: “Whilst we
continue to service and support our current trenchless, mainly HDD, customer base across the whole
utility, highways, renewable energies and rail sectors in the UK, the trenchless option for fibre
installation has to be ‘the next big thing’. In particular, with the traffic congestion and increasing
populations in smaller towns and villages which are now the aim point of the fibre roll-out, to use
any form of open cut fibre installation technique would potentially generate huge negative end-user
feedback as well as increased disruption. Even where open cut is practical our range of low impact
trenchers also offers a minimum disruption option.”
As part of the company’s HDD range Vermeer UK currently offers the full range of nine Vermeer
navigator HDD rigs from the largest D220x300 S3 through the company’s workhorse and most
popular systems the D24x40 S3 and the latest D40x55 S3 to the smallest D6x6.
Looking at the fibre installation market it is the D6x6 that is seen as the new workhorse in this
arena. Matt said: “The very compact unit with its drilling fluid handling system can be provided to
suit transportation using any reasonable size 4x4 or van and a trailer. This means the operational
footprint is tiny compared to
many of the other HDD systems
available today making it ideal
for the type of work that will be
needed in the fibre roll-out
programme.”
ADVANTAGES OF THE
GLOBAL CONNECTION
Whilst Vermeer UK operates as
a specialist equipment provider
for the UK and Ireland, the
The latest D6x6 drill rig with a
size that is designed for the
curb-to-house work needed in
the UK fibre roll-out.
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special connection with
Vermeer EMEA and thereby
with the Vermeer parent in
the USA is according to
Leslie Goodman, MD of
Vermeer UK: “..something
that goes far beyond a simple
commercial
relationship.”
Matt
also
commented:
“Furthermore, if we can help
and if we are requested to get
involved, the UK operation
can call upon any of the
international
product/
application specialists to
assist our clients to develop a
project from concept to
completion. It is not just our
job to sell machines but to The warehouse in Goes with wide-ranging stocks of spares,
ensure that the right machine accessories and other equipment for shipping around the world,
is used for the right job given including the UK.
the
ground
conditions,
location and the required project outcomes.”
Leslie continued: “Within Vermeer EMEA the support team comprises several different elements
including product/application specialists that focus on particular areas of the product line. These
individuals offer a level of experience and expertise that few other equipment manufacturers can
attain. For example, within the current market looking at the UK fibre sector, with the experiences
gain in the USA and other parts of the world where similar programmes have already been
undertaken, we at Vermeer UK can draw on these experiences to help develop the most effective
operations model for our customers and their clients. Our job here is not simply to sell machinery,
even though that is where our income is generated, it is to develop relationships that will last far
beyond the current market focus and to provide the level of customer service back-up, advice and
partnership that most contractors and clients are seeking in the modern industry. This we can offer
across the board with our international connections whilst being able to maintain our focus on the
requirements of the UK and Ireland markets.”
The extensive stock holding in Wellingborough by Vermeer UK is further supported by the
opening of a dedicated Vermeer Parts Distribution Centre (PDC). This provides Vermeer UK with
the facility to access not just major equipment items but also to have quick and easy access to spare
parts, consumables and tooling items that may be required at short notice most of which are kept in
stock at the Vermeer EMEA warehouse in Goes, The Netherlands. The EMEA warehouse is also
utilised as a ‘clearing house’ for items in transit from the manufacturing facility in Pella, Iowa, USA
to all the regions covered by the Dutch company. This can mean that if an urgent requirement comes
up equipment can if available be re-routed quickly and efficiently.
To further improve the customer interaction with Vermeer the company has also recently launched
BORESTORE.com which offers clients the facility to order online the full range of HDD tooling,
accessories and spares that might be required for field operations. The range includes drill heads
from standard to the heavy-duty Armour drilling system, reamers, sonde housings, swivels, pipe
pullers and grips, drill rods etc.
For Vermeer EMEA both Stephan Oppelaar, Regional Manager (including the UK) and Benny
Melse, Applications Specialist, said
that the overriding function for
Vermeer across the whole global
operation is to ensure the customer
gets what they want not just from
the members of the Vermeer range
of equipment but also from the
support teams worldwide. They
agreed that: “For all Vermeer Group
members ‘the customer has to be at
the top of the priority list’ and that
The new Series 3 drill rigs all utilise
the same control layout to maximise
transferability of operatives between
drill rigs.
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without this focus on a working
‘partnership’ with clients the
company would be just another
equipment retailer.”
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
When asked where the next step
forward will come for Vermeer
equipment particularly in the
trenchless sector, Matthew Izzard
said there were several areas in
which progress was being made.
“The biggest shake up across the
drilling rig range has and continues
to be the introduction of the new
Series 3 (S3) models.” said Matt.
“Working together with clients and The DeckHand unit for the handling of larger drill pipe.
in conjunction with ever-stricter
environmental requirements from equipment in areas such as emissions and noise pollution, the
latest drill rigs all utilise Tier 4 engines to minimise pollutants entering the atmosphere, protecting
both operators and locals alike while being significantly quieter. They also carry forward the remote
lock-out system which enables the rig to effectively stood down from the far end of a bore run by
those, for example, changing drill heads to reamers or attaching pipe for pull-back so there is no
chance of the rig operator running the machine up whilst people are handling equipment beyond his
sight-line.
Finally one of the most effective innovations has been the introduction across the range of Series 3
rigs of a common control layout. This means that operators that are trained on one rig Series 3
model can now transfer to different size rigs without the need to re-familiarise with the control panel
as they are now all the same.
This will make improved efficiency, more effective use of personnel and minimal downtime for
retraining. Electrical wiring on the systems has also been reduced dramatically – by 40% – and units
feature built in Aurora modules, designed by DCI which works closely in development with
Vermeer to fully integrate the latest F5 and Falcon location systems.
There also appears to be something of a resurgence of demand in the impact mole earth piercing
market. As utility operatives have become more aware of the need to be in and out of a site with
minimal disruption to local services and residents the speed and effectiveness of a properly used
impact mole it appears has become increasing evident.
The demand for a range of mole sizes has therefore expanded along with the increased
requirement in the field for a variety of installations. Vermeer UK offers a range of impact moles for
this purpose from 45 mm to 130 mm diameter.
In order to minimise the handling of heavyweight equipment such as drill rods by operatives,
especially on pipeline projects, Vermeer has also introduced a new rod handling systems known as
DeckHand. This unit is designed to effectively handle larger diameter rods whilst offering the
dexterity needed to align them on a drill rack with relative ease.
The DeckHand unit is attached to a back-hoe or digger arm and linked to the unit’s hydraulics.
The unit is then used to pick up the drill rod from the supply stack and load it on the drill rack. What
makes this piece of equipment different is that it is also possible to adjust the positioning of the rod
as it is placed into position allowing both rotational and incline adjustment to be made to align the
rod precisely with the drill rack. This minimises any potential for cross threading during connection
and disassembly as well as interaction with operatives during the loading process.
With larger diameter pipeline projects increasing and clients asking for more data from drilling
companies Vermeer have also developed cutting edge software – BoreAid – to allow customers to
provide professional and informative bore planning, pipe stress tolerances and survey data to assist
them in securing work. This software then provides a ‘rod by rod’ downloadable bore plan for
operators and an ‘As-built’ bore profile an then be loaded up onto the bore plan immediately the job
is completed.
Summarising the current cooperation between Vermeer UK and its European partner, Vermeer
EMEA, both Matt and Leslie agreed saying: “Our close partnership with Vermeer EMEA is a
cornerstone of our operation that allows us to build a successful business across the UK and Ireland.
If we do not already have the answer to questions from our clients or the item of equipment they
need to hand or in terms of developing a project strategy, we will know someone who can provide
the necessary answers or who will be in a position to work with us to develop the answers working
alongside our client. The overall Vermeer ethic of putting the customer and their requirements first
is not just a marketing tool for us it is a way of life – Vermeer: Equipped to do more.” Website:
www.vermeer-uk.co.uk
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MULTIPLE CROSSINGS BENEATH THE STOCKACHER AACH

I

n Stockach, close to Lake Constance in
the District of Constance, Germany, the
installation of a new power supply line
demanded several crossings beneath the
Stockacher Aach, a river flowing from the
west of Upper Swabia. To do so, four HDD
bores were required which were installed
using two Tracto-Technik-manufactured
machines including a GRUNDODRILL
25N and a GRUNDODRILL 18ACS
drilling rig.

The course of the
new power supply.
The sections in red
show the HDD bores
and the blue shows
the open cut sections.
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NEW SUPPLY PIPES FOR A NEW
CONTROL CENTRE
The Municipal Works of Stockach operates
a power supply system with approximately 4,900 metering points in the centre of the city of
Stockach. Roughly 8,000 citizens and 650 customers from commerce and industry are connected to
this power supply system. To guarantee a safe and reliable power supply, the Municipal Works has
to invest in ongoing maintenance and development of the complex infrastructure, year after year.
The installation of a second control unit in the autumn of 2015 was a further significant milestone
for the power supply of Stockach.
Until then, the power supply network was connected to the relay station of the BW networks via a
control unit. “This control unit was the central supply unit for the complete city centre and provided
a reliable service”, explained Tobias Graf, leader of the power supply team. The steady growth of
Stockach as a flourishing residential and employment location requires the adaptation of the power
supply to the increasing demand. With the installation of a second control unit, the Municipal Works
of Stockach has fortified the network, upgrading it for the future.
The new control unit has been built in Stockach in the area of a paper mill. Utilising a 1,500 metre
long feed line, it is directly connected to the relay station of the network operator BW networks and
now provides a parallel power source for Stockach city centre via two control units. In the long run,
this offers the greatest possible safety and reliability of provision to all customers. In addition, the
Municipal Works of Stockach provides a higher performance level.
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POWER LINE ROUTE
Over the course of the power line route some sections were completed in open cut and others using
HDD (Horizontal Directional Drilling) techniques. The HDD sections were very complex in some
parts because it was usually necessary to cross diagonally beneath the river. The construction had to
pass beneath part-man-made river banks, weir steps and very environmentally sensitive strips of
river bank. The northern side of the river with its wide-looping course forms the border for the
industrial and residential building development. The industrial area has also been expanded with
artificial fill up to the edge of the northern river bank.
Even though the Stockacher Aach should not be mistaken for the larger river, the Radolfzeller
Aach situated further to the west and originating from the largest natural spring in Germany, it is
still subject to strong seasonal fluctuations of water flow, not unlike its larger neighbour. Short
violent water flows quickly alternate with low water time periods. These severe changes of the water
flow can occur within a period of
just a very few hours. Given the
proximity to the buildings, this
may lead to drastically changing
situations in a flash.
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BORE GEOLOGY
The Stockacher Aach, along with
its little tributary stream within
the urban area, the Mahlspürer
Aach, flows through coarse
crushed terrace rock from the
Würm glaciation period. This
crushed rock is very coarse and it
is usually classified as boulder
material, even though the
A typical section of the
Stockacher Aach with a weir.
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‘particle’ size may even go
beyond this. The origin and
composition of this coarse rubble
comprises almost the complete
spectrum of central to north
alpine rock formations. This
means that the rocks often have a
compressive strength of between
160 and 340 MPa.
In particular, the rubble from
the Central Alps, of which there
is a significant proportion, along
with granite, gneiss, amphibolite,
diorite, ophiolite, diabase and
chert, demonstrates the highest
compressive strength values.
Grundodrill 25 N in action at the job-site in Stockach.
Between the rubble and the
smallest blocks of this coarse crushed rock there is also found different sand types. Larger chunks
made of molasse sandstone were also found in the bore path. The crushed terrace rock from the
Würm glaciation period is highly permeable making it a great challenge when utilising drilling
technology.
Even with superior rock boring equipment, the drilling control in this coarse crushed rock is no
simple task and the high permeability of this Ice Age rubble demands very elaborate borehole
support. Bentonite alone is unable to achieve the required stability for the large upsizing diameters,
therefore eco-friendly polymer additives are used to support the borehole.
The renowned HDD technology contractor Maier Bau, from Dettighofen-Baltersweil was granted
the contract to undertake a total of four ‘double’ HDD operations (two parallel bores each with a
space of approximately 1.5 m in between each set) beneath the Stockacher Aach and along its bank.
The drilling operations comprised several sections for the installation of the required pipe including:

two double fluid-assisted bores of each about 150 m length, pulling a bundle of 3 x
140 mm o.d. pipe and 1 x 50 mm o.d. pipe, with on a parallel course to the first bore
and with a space of 1.5 m in between, a second bundle with 2 x 160 mm o.d. pipe and
1 x 50 mm o.d. pipe
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two further double fluidassisted bores in each about
140 m length, pulling a
bundle of 2 x 160 mm o.d.
pipe and 1 x 50 mm o.d. pipe,
again parallel to another
bundle of 3 x 140 mm o.d.
pipe with 1 x 50 mm o.d. pipe
he total bore length over all the
installations exceeded 500 metres.
To achieve the installations, two drilling
rigs were used. The first was a
GRUNDODRILL 25 N drill rig (which
was used for three of the bores) and
secondly a GRUNDODRILL 18 ACS drill
rig (which was used for one bore), both
machines were manufactured by TRACTO At the drill rig after pulling in of the bundled
product pipes is completed.
-TECHNIK, Germany.
For the pilot bores, which required
approximately 6 to 10 working hours each to complete, hard drill heads manufactured by
Tracto-Technik were put to use. The minimum cover beneath the riverbed was predefined at 1.5
metres. In the event a cover of at least 2 metres was finally achieved. Upsizing of the pilot bore
holes was carried out in three steps. Step one with a cone reamer of 250 mm diameter, step two
required a cone reamer of 350 m diameter and, finally a cleaning run with a 380 mm diameter
smoothing reamer. Each upsizing step took about 6 hours in the coarse rubble material. The pipes
were pulled in as bundles as described above, with the larger pipes designed to accommodate the
single conductor lines of the new medium voltage cable and glass fibre control and data lines being
pulled into the accompanying 50 mm diameter pipe. With the exception of sandstone obstacles close
to the weir steps of the Stockacher Aach which somewhat slowed down the drilling routine, all
drilling jobs were carried out successfully and on schedule, in spite of the really difficult geology of
the site. After four weeks of drilling, all four bore paths were passed over to the land surveyor crew
of the municipal works for initial measurement. Website: www.tracto-technik.com
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NEW HDD RIG FOR HARPER SERVICES

I

n readiness for predicted workload Harper
Services has invested in an American Augers
DD220T Directional Drill and P350 Stand Alone
Mud Pump from T.A.Drilling (Sales) Ltd.
The DD220T will allow Harper Services to
complete longer, larger diameter pipe
installations no matter what the ground
conditions.
The DD220T is American Augers largest MidSize rig, designed for modular T4 Cummins
power and styled with smooth body lines. It
features state of the art multi-screen displays, is An American Augers DD220T Directional
remote data-acquisition capable and has a quiet Drill rig on site.
pack.
Features include:
Cummins Tier 4 engine

220,000 lb (100 Tonnes) of Maximum Thrust/Pullback Power

30,000 ftlb (40,674 Nm) of Maximum Rotary Torque

Rack & Pinion (6) Pinion Drive with Adjustable Force Limiter

Open Top Wrench Type with 10 in (245 mm) Separation

Es!Lok – Exit side lock out system

Accommodates Range II Drill Pipe

10° to 18° Variable Drilling Angle

Optional Knuckle-Boom Crane

3 in (76 mm) Fluid Course permits 650 U.S. Gallons/minute (2,460 l/min) flow

Wiggle Steer®

Optional reduced boom length for small job sites
The DD220T has the same Wiggle Steer® system that all American Augers directional drills come
with as standard. The Wiggle Steer® system provides the operator of a directional drill the means to
rotate the drill pipe and subsequently the cutting head on the drill string back and forth over a
predetermined range. This back and forth motion would cause the hole made by the cutting head to
be more open in a particular direction and therefore facilitate steering of the drilling pipe in that
direction underground.
The Wiggle Steer System will rotate the Drill Pipe in the Makeup (CW) direction while thrusting
forward. It will then rotate the Drill Pipe in the Breakout (CCW) direction but will not thrust in the
breakout direction. This method reduces the breakout torque and prevents the drill string tool joints
from parting down-hole.
One of the reason for choosing American Augers is the back up and support that Harper Services
have been getting from T.A.Drilling. Charlie Harper commented: “It was not until we started
working more closely with T.A.Drilling that we realised just how good their support was. Their in
house knowledge on Drilling Fluids, Digitak, Tooling and Recycling systems is impressive, this
backed up with the kind of service you expect especially when operating larger directional drills
made the choice to go with American Augers all the easier. The DD220T and P350 have performed
faultlessly and we are impressed with the build quality that American Augers are renowned for. As
we expected the learning curve has been fairly steep but with support from T.A.Drilling and
American Augers we have completed two successful projects and with more projects planned we
know that our decision to purchase the American Augers DD220T and P350 was the right one.”
Phil Benford, Managing Director of T.A.Drilling (Sales) Ltd, commented: “Customer support and
aftercare are of paramount importance to us, with offices/depots located in South Wales, Derbyshire,
Northamptonshire and Co. Offaly in Ireland, allowing the company to provide the level of product
support and aftercare service that T.A.Drilling (Sales) Ltd is renowned for. We employ three mobile
fitters, based at the Derbyshire depot, who are responsible for service, maintenance and emergency
call-outs for the entire range of products the company
offers. T.A.Drilling (Sales) Ltd has always strived to
maintain a reputation not only for selling quality
equipment but also for supporting this equipment and
the customer once it has been put into service. A
strong sales team coupled with excellent service and
support allows us to achieve this.”
To see T.A.Drilling (Sales) Ltd full range of
equipment visit the website www.tadrilling.co.uk
Charlie Harper pictured taking delivery of his new
American Augers DD220T drilling rig.
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RE-TEC PIPE STOP

D

isused pipes can be a problem. When it comes
to permanently blocking off a pipe without
digging, different methods are used with varying
rates of success. A very simple solution is the Pipe
Stop from Re-Tec, which is now available from all
Jetchem and Superjet depots, across the UK. The
Pipe Stop utilises the same methods and equipment
currently being used in the patch lining industry and
can permanently block off a disused pipe, safely.
The Pipe Stop is designed to be quick, simple and
effective. Utilising the same methods and products
which many contractors are familiar with using
The Re-Tec Pipe Stop installed
every day when making a patch repair.
The design of the Pipe Stop is based on the same
principles of a leather football; with the outer casing constructed from felt liner and an inflatable
bladder inside. The material is supplied in kit form, which includes all the materials required to
make the installation, including pre-measured silicate resin.
THE PROCESS
The felt Pipe Stop material is wet out with the silicate resin, connected to the air rods and inserted
into the pipe. Once positioned in place the pipe stop is inflated up to 1 bar by using either a standard
foot pump or a compressor. The Pipe Stop is then left in place to cure, leaving the pipe permanently
blocked.
The uniquely designed quick release mechanism can then be operated, the air rods are released and
removed and the Pipe Stop is left in place, giving a permanent blocking off of the disused pipe.
The whole process takes less than 10 minutes to install. Like a patch liner, the curing time is
dependent on the ambient temperature, combined with the temperature of the resin.
The pipe stops are available in several sizes to cater to differing dimensions of pipes. Diameters
available include: 75 mm, 100 mm, 125 mm, 150 mm, 200 mm and 225 mm.
A demonstration video showing just how easy an installation can be is available online at
www.jetchem.com.

NUMA LAUNCHES NEW WEBSITE

N

uma, a leading designer and manufacturer of
DTH hammers and bits, has launched a new
website to provide viewers with the most agile,
interactive, and informative site detailing the world’s
leading drilling technology. The new website is
designed to provide the ultimate user-friendly
experience with improved navigation and functionality
throughout, allowing customers to not only access
detailed product information but also gain insight into
the value Numa provides to drillers around the world.
The new Numa website Homepage.
Numa President Ralph Leonard commented: “Numa
became a leader in DTH by standing behind our people, products and performance. This
commitment gives our customers the peace of mind that we will always be there with the industry’s
best performing, most reliable products and the industry’s best service and support. Our redesigned
site further reinforces these values by giving direct insight into how we provide the highest value in
products, performance and service.”
A main goal of the redesign was to help viewers get to know Numa better and get a feel for the
company. The scroll friendly, responsive design allows viewers to gain quick access to Numa’s
complete range of DTH products, technical support, drilling project summaries, latest news, industry
events, regional sales reps, and current web specials. In addition, a new infographic found on the
‘About Us’ page helps to quickly convey relevant information about the company’s key strengths.
Numa claims to be the world’s leading designer of rock drilling equipment with over 100 DTH
Hammer and Bit products serving 11 different industries. Its products are capable of drilling
vertical, horizontal, and reverse circulation holes from 3½ to 48 in (89 to 1,219 mm) diameter and
are used in 105+ countries. It has built its customer-centric reputation on providing the highest value
in products, performance and personal service available in the rock drilling marketplace.
Created with the user experience firmly in mind, the website is designed using the latest
technology so the site is compatible with today’s browsers and mobile devices. This means viewers
see essentially the same design optimised for smart phones, tablets and desktops. Website:
www.numahammers.com
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UKSTT GALA DINNER & AWARDS CEREMONY IN ASSOCIATION WITH WESTRADE GROUP
This year, in order to give the industry the celebration it rightly deserves, we are pleased to be able to announce the UKSTT
Awards and Gala Dinner in Association with Westrade.
Venue: The Marriott Hotel, Peterborough Business Park, Lynch Wood, Peterborough, PE2 6GB
CALL FOR ENTRIES
This year submitting an award could not be easier! A new online submission form has
been created for each category that can be filled in and submitted on-line at
www.ukstt.org.uk/gala-dinner-awards-ceremony-2016
The deadline date has been extended to the 29 July 2016.
To sponsor the Awards and Gala Dinner– Please contact Paul Harwood at
pharwood@westrade.co.uk
To book tickets or reserve a table, please contact Chantel Avis at cavis@westrade.co.uk
Many thanks to Sponsors so far.
Platinum Sponsors:

Award Category Sponsors:

For further category information and criteria or to access the online application form please visit the UKSTT Website:
www.ukstt.org.uk
TOPIC OF THE MONTH - CIPP Lining
Cured in Place pipe (CIPP) can be used to rehabilitate sanitary sewers, storm drains and
pressure pipelines for water, gas and process effluents. Circular pipe from 100 to 2,700mm
diameter and a variety of noncircular pipe such as egg shapes, ovoids, and box culverts can be
lined. Lining with CIPP removes the pipe from service for the duration of the installation and
reinstatement process so over-pumping or provision of an alternate source of supply may be
necessary.
Prior to lining, the pipe must be cleaned by jetting to remove corrosion debris and detritus.
Protruding lateral connections also must be removed. Local repairs may be required where the
existing pipe is substantially deformed or damaged. After lining, the service connections or
laterals are reinstated and the pipe is returned to service, usually within the same day. Lined
water mains must be disinfected before returning to service.
CIPP liners of non-woven polyester felt or fibre reinforced fabric are manufactured to fit the host pipe. The liners are
impregnated with a polymer resin, which when cured will form a close fitting liner pipe within the host pipe. The liner may be
designed with sufficient thickness when cured to sustain the loads imposed by external groundwater and internal service pressure,
and by soil and traffic acting on the pipe.
The liner is thoroughly saturated with polyester, vinyl ester epoxy or silicate resin using vacuum, gravity or other applied
pressure. The resin includes a chemical catalyst or hardener to facilitate curing. The outermost layer of the liner tube is coated
with a polymer film to protect the liner during handling and installation. The impregnated liner may be chilled for transportation
to maintain stability until installed.
WELCOMING NEW MEMBERS
UKSTT is pleased to welcome new corporate member Aquam Corporation to the organisation.
Aquam Corporation is a world leading pipeline infrastructure business providing diagnostic, rehabilitation and
support services and technologies. Its portfolio of proven technology can resolve the challenges of corrosion and
deterioration in ageing pipe networks affecting a wide range of industries, including utilities, oil and gas,
industrial process, facilities management, shipping and ports. Website: www.aquamcorp.co.uk/solutions/water-services

MEMBER NEWS

VACUUM EXCAVATION SUPPORTS CABLE RELOCATION IN SOMERSET
When better access was vitally needed around a busy hospital in Somerset, plans were drawn up to improve
surrounding roads and ease congestion. Surveys and technical plans for the area identified a number of
underground cables that needed relocating to accommodate the new road layout. Furthermore, additional
cabling would need to be installed to better service the hospital.
A no-dig suction approach was suggested to reduce the risk of striking live services – with Pier UK appointed
to undertake the vacuum excavation works. Richard O’Brien, Health and Safety Manager at Pier UK said:
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“With the planned maintenance works being in such close proximity to a busy hospital, our client
recognised that vacuum excavation would be the safest solution to quickly expose the underground
cables without risking service strikes. In high profile works like these where its essential local
services are not disrupted, we were only too happy to support the contractor with a no-dig vacuum
excavation.” The MTS DINO 3’s strong suction power provided quick, safe excavation to expose
cables ready for relocation.
Furthermore at the other end of the country, when a street works project in Scotland needed
specialist excavation around live underground cables, appointed contractors called on the expertise of vacuum excavation
company Pier (UK) Ltd to ensure a low-risk installation.
With type 2 roads and pavements needing to be dug up to accommodate new installation, plans showed existing gas, electric
and telecom lines so contractors knew that traditional digging methods could risk service strikes and/or potential workforce
accidents.
Pier UK’s extensive fleet of vacuum excavators provides nationwide coverage, which ensured availability in the Renfrewshire
area for contractors to access the much-needed vacuum excavation technology.
Vacuum excavators are remote control operated for a precise no-contact excavation, making it ideal for lifting ground materials
away from live cables and ductwork. The suction power ensures material is gently extracted from around services, making swift
work of unearthing ductwork without the risk of striking lines.
Managing Director Sean Quinn said: “Pier UK is often called upon to assist with street works across the UK. Over the years,
there are more cables and pipes etc. buried underneath our roads and pavements. Contractors and utility service providers simply
cannot afford the potential costs and health and safety risks involved with striking live services, so vacuum excavation provides a
low risk, smart solution to exposing existing services.”
With the help of an air lance and other on board tooling, all ground materials were promptly excavated to provide engineers
with the much-needed access to install new assets. Website: www.pier-uk.co.uk
JET AIRE’S JEN HELSTRIP RETIRES AFTER 18 YEARS WITH THE COMPANY
For 18 years Jen Helstrip was one of the first people into the office and the last to leave, but last
month, for the final time, she shutdown her computer and said goodbye to Jet Aire.
During her time with the company, which started in 1998, Jen has seen it grow massively from a
team of around 20 people with few office staff, to a thriving and energetic business, with admin
teams in Yorkshire and the North East. In total Jet Aire now employees over 70 people and is
expanding fast. In addition to the role that Jen performed for Jet Aire, she ably adapted to a hire/
accounts administration role with sister company, Pro Shore, who provide shoring and compaction
equipment to the construction industry.
Managing Director Charlie Kirk and Commercial Director Keith Ferris were keen to express their thanks to Jen and in a
statement said: “Words cannot explain the gratitude and appreciation Jet Aire have towards Jen and we wish her nothing but the
best with her retirement.” Website: www.jetaire.co.uk
MORRISON UTILITY SERVICES RECEIVES 2016 GAS INDUSTRY AWARD FOR CARBON REDUCTION AND
GREEN FLEET STRATEGIES
Morrison Utility Services (MUS), a leading utility services provider in the UK, has been presented
with the Energy Efficiency Award at the 2016 Gas Industry Awards.
The award was presented to MUS in recognition of its green fleet and carbon reduction strategies, as
well as its commitment to developing environmental awareness across its workforce.
The annual Gas Industry Awards honours outstanding companies and people across the gas sector
and is organised by The Institute of Gas Engineers and Managers (IGEM) and The Energy and
Utilities Alliance (EUA).
This year’s event attracted over 600 attendees and was hosted by broadcaster John Inverdale, with awards presented by Lord
Bourne of Aberystwyth, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for the Department of Energy and Climate Change.
Commenting on the award, Morrison Utility Services Chief Executive Charles Morrison said: “Our carbon reduction and green
fleet initiatives are an integral part of our business and we are delighted that our efforts have been recognised at these prestigious
industry awards. The Energy Efficiency Award is testament not only to our commitment to the environment, but also to the hard
work and dedication of our employees in this key area.”
Mike Foster, Chief Executive of the EUA, said: My congratulations to Morrison Utility Services. The standard of entrants this
year was exceptionally high. I would like to thank everyone from across the gas industry that has made this year’s event so
memorable.”
IGEM CEO Sarb Bajwa added: “These awards provide people from across the industry with an opportunity to come together to
recognise the very best we have to offer. Congratulations to Morrison Utility Services and all of our other winners and
nominees.” Website: www.morrisonus.com
WHAT IS SUCTION/VACUUM EXCAVATION?
The process is simple - A Suction Excavator, also sometimes known as a Vacuum Tanker or Vacuum Lorry generates a high
volume flow of air by means of its twin or triple air fans.
Air flows through the machines intake nozzle and hose into a series of chambers, including the main material storage tank,
before passing through a micro mesh filter system and then out into the atmosphere.
When an operator directs the machines intake nozzle at the ground to be excavated, the air flow pulls the ground material into
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the suction excavator and this material is deposited into the main storage tank. Small soil particles
drop into a further two smaller tanks and any dust particles are caught in the micro mesh filter
system before the air finally passes from the machine.
If the ground conditions prove to be more challenging, the trained operator will then use an air
lance/soil pick or other air tools that are connected to the suction/vacuum excavator. These tools will
assist in breaking the ground free. This will then allow the air flow to catch the material and then
remove it into the suction excavator.
This new safer approach to excavation projects is not intended to replace traditional or hand dig methods. There will always be
operations where these approaches will need to be applied, however where there are services that could be damaged, or if there
is uncertainty in the exact location of services, then suction/vacuum excavation is the way forward.
The Benefits of using Suction Excavation
Firstly, it is by far the safest method to remove, extract and excavated material. The use of suction
excavation can be utilised to uncover underground utility services, avoiding fines for strikes and most
importantly avoiding harm to operatives.
Utilising the use of extension pipes avoids us putting our operatives in confined spaces - the remote
activated technology allows operatives to move the nozzle into place without having to physically get
into confined areas.
This method is fast! - very fast in fact and can be up to six times faster than traditional, manual
digging methods.
Suction excavation reduces the excavation size, due to precision positioning of the hoses and nozzle where the material is to be
removed. It is a cleaner way to remove material - the spoil is removed with high power suction technology, stored in a hopper and
tipped into skips/designated onsite areas.
One truck can do it all - no need for additional vehicles to assist such as dumper trucks, tipper trucks and so on .... There are
different sized trucks, ranging from 26t, 32t and 41t vehicles.
Additional services offer more options for material removal - RN1 - our remote unit, vac and bag services, sealed containment
and removal service and distance & depth excavation solutions. Suction excavation has less environmental impacts and reduces
reinstatement costs. So, why use traditional digging methods when you can move forward with suction excavation? Website:
www.forceoneltd.co.uk

OTHER NEWS & EVENTS

NO-DIG LIVE 2016 - returns to Peterborough Arena, between 20 and 22 September 2016. Following the
success of NO-DIG LIVE held in September 2014, the 13th biennial trenchless technology exhibition, outdoor
demonstrations and seminars will return to Peterborough Arena, 20-22 September 2016. Website:
www.nodiglive.co.uk
JOINT CHARITY GOLF DAY - Places are booking up fast for what promises to be a fantastic event supporting an important
charity, The Edward's Trust.
Options are still available to enter a team of four and/or to sponsor:

The whole event

The prizes

The challenges (such as Nearest the Pin)
The day, being held on 13 September 2016 at The Warwickshire Golf Club, Leek Wootton, Warwick, represents a great
opportunity for you and your colleagues or clients, to join people from across the industry, whilst showing your support for a
worthwhile charity and having fun! Website: www.ukstt.org.uk
FLOOD EXPO 2016 - 12 - 13 October 2016 Details from: www.thefloodexpo.co.uk

ISTT AFFILIATED SOCIETY NEWS

ISTT’S 34TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION - INTERNATIONAL NO-DIG
BEIJING - 10 - 12 October 2016 at the National Agriculture Exhibition Centre, Beijing, China. Website:
www.westrade.co.uk
THE NASTT 2017 NO-DIG SHOW - April 9 to 12, 2017 - Washington D.C., USA Details from:
www.nastt.org
ISTT CALL FOR THE NO-DIG AWARD 2016 ENTRIES - Deadline: 15th August 2016 - entries online at:
www.nodigaward.com/index.php
Don't forget! UKSTT members are entitled to access the services on the ISTT website including free downloads
of technical papers and reports from the Technical Resource Centre TRC. Please contact admin@ukstt.org.uk for
your password.
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
FIRST TRENCHLESS ROMANIA CONFERENCE CREATES A
POWERFUL IMPACT

T

renchless Romania 2016 was the region’s most
important event dedicated to trenchless technologies.
The event aims to present all innovations in the latest
technologies for installation and refurbishment of
underground utilities. Supported by RoSTT (Romanian
Society for Trenchless Technologies) and GSTT (German
Society for Trenchless Technologies) this was the first
event iof its kind in the region.
The event was attended by more than 200 participants
including producers and distributors for trenchless
technologies, construction machinery distributors (from
Germany, Austria, Holland, USA, Saudi Arabia, UK, Participants at Trenchless Romania
Greece, Bulgaria, Turkey), network operators, 2016.
contractors, water companies, gas and sewerage, main
local associations as well as local and regional authorities. Representatives of the Austrian Embassy
in Bucharest and Romanian-German Chamber of Commerce and Industry were also present. The
event also attracted 23 partner organisations, 16 indoor exhibitors, 7 outdoor exhibitors and 23
presentations in the conference hall.
Among the special guests of this first conference was Jens Hölterhoff, Chairman of GSTT, Dan
Ulian Szekely, Vice President of ROSTT and Graham Evans, a representative of UKSTT.
More than 20 specialists and experts offered their presentations during the three conference
sessions. The event offered the possibility of exposure and presentation of the most revolutionary
products and equipment currently in use in indoor and outdoor spaces. The conference was
moderated by well-known presenters Constantin Opris (of the Money Channel) and Aneta
Singeorzan (of Realitatea TV). At the end of the day, all participants enjoyed an artistic programme
offered by the Larisa Barbu traditional dance company, followed by a traditional Romanian dinner.
During the event Trenchless Romania magazine was launched, edited by Audienta Generala AG
SRL, the first magazine exclusively dedicated to trenchless sector in Romania. The Trenchless
Romania Magazine will be distributed for free to all main Romanian participants in the trenchless
field and it can also be read on-line on it’s website: www.trenchlessromania.ro

SPONSORS LINKS
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Westrade Group Ltd is an
independent company
specialising in trade exhibition
and conference organisation.
Events include the
'TRENCHLESS ' and
'NO-DIG' series across Europe,
the Middle East, Asia and
Africa.
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
PLATINUM SPONSORS FOR UKSTT AWARDS 2016 MAKING NEWS

T

he UKSTT Awards are now in their 22nd year and remain the only national
awards of the very best of Trenchless in the UK. The UKSTT Awards and
Gala Dinner, in Association with Westrade, is taking place on Wednesday 21
September 2016 at The Marriott Hotel, Peterborough will be the first time the
awards ceremony will be held during the hugely successful No-Dig Live event
which is being held at the Peterborough Arena between 20 and 22 September.
Organiser Westrade is looking to produce a week of recognition and accolades
in Trenchless Technology, offering contractors, manufacturers, engineers and young professionals
the opportunity to showcase their work to the industry.
Platinum sponsors have been confirmed with H5O, ProKASRO, PSS Hire, RelineEurope, RSM
Lining Supplies and UIS Underground Inspection Services.
Commenting on the company’s participation a representative of ProKASRO said: “ProKASRO
has always been at the forefront of underground pipework rehabilitation utilising trenchless
techniques and is therefore delighted to support the work of the UKSTT in promoting these
technologies and to be a main sponsor of the prestigious annual awards dinner.”
Similarly for RSM Lining Supplies a representative said: “RSM is delighted to be sponsoring the
UKSTT dinner. The institution is an integral part of the UK industry and the Awards are a great
chance for the industry to celebrate the innovative and exciting projects that our customers and
colleagues have completed.”
Confirmed category sponsors are Picote and Wessex Water, with Julian Britton, Rehabilitation
Manager for Wessex Water saying: “Wessex Water encourages innovative trenchless techniques,
and has developed many of its own to ensure customers benefits from such interventions. The
UKSTT and ISTT has been instrumental in assisting us in ensuring best value with sustainable
outcomes.”
With nine award categories and no restriction on the number of entries, all businesses, whatever
their size or specialism can demonstrate their outstanding achievements. New for 2016 is the
‘Lifetime Achievement’ Award recognising individual outstanding performances in the field of
Trenchless Technology, and the ‘Environment’ Award recognising the reduced impact to the
environment whilst using Trenchless techniques. The Young Engineer Award is awarded to the
young engineer who can best demonstrate their contribution to the field of Trenchless Technology.
This event promises to be a sensational evening. Planning includes a networking Champagne
reception, glitzy entertainment from the IT Girls, a first rate live band and the prestigious awards
ceremony, enthusing all guests to applaud judges verdicts of worthy winners.
In addition to the main event, Westrade is pleased to announce its support and celebration for
World Trenchless Day taking place on 22 September 2016. More information can be found at
www.worldtrenchlessday.org
As visitors get the dates in their diaries, Westrade has released details of the breakfast sessions that
make No-Dig Live a unique experience for its attendees. The ever popular breakfast briefings
organised by the UKSTT, take in all aspects of Trenchless processes and technologies, including
sessions on Utility Mapping, AMP 6 and Reduced Carbon Benefits. This year No-Dig hones in on
Directional Drilling, Pressure Pipe Rehabilitation and Vacuum Excavation for its Masterclass
itinerary, with sessions taking place throughout the 3 days.
Held every two years, No-Dig Live focuses on trenchless technology, showcasing a range of
equipment and products which are utilised in the installation and renovation of underground
utilities, with minimum surface disruption. Exhibitors are regularly drawn from a wide spectrum of
the industry, both from the UK and overseas, more than 100 companies were represented both from
the UK as well as from overseas.
A major attraction of No-Dig Live are the outdoor demonstrations which are a huge draw for
visitors wishing to see equipment in action. A variety of demonstrations will be held throughout
each day and will feature a variety of different technologies such as HDD, pipe bursting, pipe
cutting, pipe lining, jetting, vacuum excavation, CCTV to name but a few. The outdoor exhibition/
demonstration area has been expanded for 2016 to accommodate an
increasing demand for space.
NO-DIG LIVE is staged with the valued support of the UKSTT in
conjunction with its prestigious industry patrons – Bristol Water,
Bournemouth Water, National Grid, Severn Trent Water, Sutton and East
Surrey Water, United Utilities and Wessex Water. Free entrance is offered
to all industry visitors. To book individual tickets or reserve a table, please
contact Chantel Avis at cavis@westrade.co.uk. For further information on
NO-DIG LIVE including exhibition space opportunities and visitor
information please visit the event website: www.nodiglive.co.uk
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The Outdoor demonstrations, such as that pictured at the 2014 event,
are always a major draw for visitors
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
ANNOUNCING TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2017

T

RENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2017 is the tenth in the
successful series of trenchless technology shows and is to
be held once again at the Jumeirah Beach Conference Centre,
Dubai, between 13 and 14 March 2017.
Exhibition space is already at a premium with companies
looking to capitalise on the booming construction market
which is bringing new demand for new infrastructure
installation, as well as refurbishment of urban installations.
Sponsorship has also been confirmed by many prominent
industry suppliers including Herrenknecht, International
Aramoon Corporation and Vermeer. A conference programme
will complement the exhibition and will be tailored to appeal
to delegates from the major municipalities, road traffic departments and water companies. Keynote
speakers will present case studies of many major projects in the region.
Case study presentations will also be included from several international supplies who will
illustrate the capabilities of equipment in a variety of geotechnical conditions both in the Middle
East and other locations around the world. Potential authors are invited to submit proposals for
papers before 30 November 2016 to the
organiser.
TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2017 is
supported by the International Society for
Trenchless Technology (ISTT). The organiser
is UK-based Westrade Group Ltd which
specialises in organising No-Dig and
Trenchless events in many overseas locations,
including the Middle East, South East Asia,
India, China, South Africa and Europe.
Website: www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com
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The conference hall at Trenchless Middle
East 2015.
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EVENTS AND MEETINGS
2016

August 20-21
2016 International Symposium on Advances in Materials
Science (IAMS 2016) - Shanghai, China.
Details from: www.iamsconf.org
September 6-9
Urban Underground Space & Tunnelling Asia Summit
2016 - Singapore.
Details from: www.equip-global.com/urban-undergroundspace-and-tunnelling-asia-summit-2016
September 12-15
Tunneling Short Course - Colorado, USA
Details from: www.tunnelingshortcourse.com
September 20-22
No Dig Live 2016 - Peterborough, UK
Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk
October 10-12
International No-Dig Beijing - Beijing, China.
Details from: www.westrade.co.uk
October 12-13
FLOOD EXPO 2016 - London, UK
Details from: www.thefloodexpo.co.uk
October 11-12
BTS 2016 Conference & Exhibition - London, U.K.
Details from: www.btsconference.com

2017

March 28-31
Wasser Berlin International - Berlin, Germany
Details from: www.wasser-berlin.de/en/
April 9-12
The NASTT 2017 No-Dig Show - Washington D.C., USA
Details from: www.nastt.org
October 11-12
NSTT No-Dig Event – Nijkerk, The Netherlands
Details from: www.no-dig-event.nl
December 6-7
STUVA Expo 2017 - Stuttgart, Germany.
Details from: www.stuva-expo.com
If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled and would
like to add it to this listing please forward details to:
ian@nodigmedia.co.uk
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